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In the present paper, we introduce the class  of meromorphic 

multivalent functions  in a punctured disk  with the generalized 

hypergeomeric function and studied the subclasses  and  of 

meromorphic p-valent functions. Coefficient inequalities, distortion theorems, the radii 

of starlikeness and convexity, closure theorems and Hadamard proudect (or 
convolution) of functions belonging to these classes are obtained.. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

Let  denote the class of functions of the form 

 

 
where  is the generalized hypergeometic function defined by (see (Srirastava, 

H.M. and P.W Karlsson, 1985)). 

 
 with  

 
Where  is the pochhammer symbol defined, in term of the Gamma function  by 

 
Also 

 
Thus 

 
which are analytic and meromorphic multivalent in the punctured disk 

 where . Special case of this function in several 

properties was studied by Juma and Kulkarni (see (Juma, A.R. and S.R. Kulkani, 2008)). 

The function  is said to be meromorphic multivalent starlike of order   if 
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denoted by  

The function  is said to be meromorphically multivalent convex of order  if 

 
denoted by  We know that  

 
The classes  ,  and various other subclass of  have been studied rather extensively by 

(Aouf 2008;1993; Aouf and Hossen 1994; Frasin and Murugusundaramoorthy 2005; Kulkarni and Naik 1998;  

Mathur 2006; Miller 1970; Owa and Darwish 1997; Srivastara and Owa 1992; Uralegalli and Somanatha 1992 

and Yang 1995). 

 

Defention: 

Let denote the new class of function , which satisfy the condition : 

 
where  and . We note that : 

i) , the class of meromorphi p-valent starlike functions of order  and type 

 studied by Mogra et al. (1985). 

ii) , the class of meromorphic p-valent starlike functions of order  and type 

, , studied by Aouf (2009) and El-

Ashwah et al. (2013). 

In the next section we drive sufficient conditions for  to be in the class  and , which are 

obtained by using coefficient inequalities. 

 

2- Coefficient Inequalities: 

 

Theorem 2.1: 

Let then  if  

 
for  

 

Proof: 

Suppose that (2.1) hold true for  and  For  it 

suffices to show that 

 
we not that 

 

 
Therefore, by (2.1) we get 
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Which is equivalent to our condition (2.1) of the theorem. 

Thus . 

 

Example 2.1: 

The function  given by 

 
belong to the class . 

 

Theorem 2.2: 

If  defined by (1.2) satisfies 

 
for some  and some  then  

 

Proof: 

Since  if and only if , then 

 

. 

By (2.1), we get , if 

. 

Thus,  

 

Example 2.2: 

The function  given by 

 
belong to the class . 

 

Remark 2.1: 

By taking in Theorem (2.1), we have 

 

for some . 

 

Corollary 2.1: 

If  satisfies (2.3) for some  , then  

 

Corollary 2.2: 

If  and , 

then  if and only if 

 

for  
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Proof: 

By Corollary (2.1), we have . 

Conversely, assume that  then by (1.3) 

 

 

Let , then we have . Therefore  

 
Thus, the last inequality is equivalent to (2.4). 

 

Example 2.3: 

Let  

Then 

 
for some real , with , then . 

 

Remark 2.2: 

If  with  then Corollary (2.2) holds true for . 

 

Corollary 2.3:  

If  with , then  if and only if 

 
for some  

 

Corollary 2.4: 

If  with  

then  if and only if  

 
for .  

 

Corollary 2.5: 

If  with , then  if and only if 

 
for . 

 

 

Example 2.4:  

Let 
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for some real , with , then . 

 

Remark 2.3: 

If  with  then Corollary (2.4) holds true for . 

 

Remark 2.4: 

Letting , where  and  in Theorem (2.1) and Theorem (2.2), we have the 

following Corollaries. 

 

Corollary 2.6: 

If  satisfies  

 
then  the class of meromorphically univalent starlike function of order  in . 

 

Corollary 2.7:  

If  satisfies  

 
then  the class of meromerphically univalent convex function of order  in  

In view of Theorem (2.1) and Theorem (2.2), we now define the subclasses : 

 
which consist of function satisfying the following inequalities respectively. 

 
and 

 
for  and  

 

 

3- Properties of The Subclasses  AND : 

Theoreme 3.1:  

If the function  is in the class , then for , we have 

 
and  

 
The bounds in (3.1) and (3.2) are attained for the functions  given by 

 
 

Proof:  

Since  from the inequality (2.5), we have  

 
Thus, for , and making use of (3.3) we have 
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and 

 
 

 

 
Thus (3.1) follows. 

Since 

 
which readily yields the following  

 

 

 
and  

 

 

 
Thus (3.2) follows. 

Similarly, for function , and making use of (2.6) we can prove. 

 

Theorem 3.2:  

If the function  is in the class , then for , we have 

 
and  

 
The bounds in (3.4) and (3.5) are attained for the functions  given by 

 
 

Theorem 3.3:  

If the function  is in the class , then  is meromerphically p-valently 

starlike of order  in , where 
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Furthermore,  is meromorphically p-valently convex of order  in , where 

 
The result (3.6) and (3.7) are sharp for the function  given by 

 
 

Proof:  
It suffices to prove that 

    for  

we have 

 
Hence (3.8) holds true if 

 
or  

 
with the aid of (2.5) , (3.9) is true if  

 
Solving (3.10) for , we obtain 

 
In precisely the same manner, we can find the radius of convexity asserted by (2.5), by requiring that 

 
we have 

 

 
Hence (3.11) holds true if 

 
or 

 
with the aid of (2.5), (3.12) is true if 

 
Solving (3.13) for , we get 

 
Similarly, we can get the radii of starlikeness and convexty for function in the class  
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Theorem 3.4: 

If the function  is in the class  then  is meromorphically p-valently 

starlike for order  in , where 

 
Furthermore,  is meromporphically p-valently convex of order  in , where 

 
The result (3.14), (3.15) are sharp for the function  given by 

 
 

Theoreme 3.5: 

Let the function  defined by 

 
be in the class  Then the function , where 

 
 

Proof:  

From (3.17), we can write  as 

 
Since , from (2.5), we have 

 

 

 
which shows that . 

Using the same techniques as in the proof of Theorem (3.5), we have 

 

Theorem 3.6:  

Let the function , defined by (3.16) be in the class . Then the function 

, where  defined by (3.17). 

 

Theorem 3.7:  
Let  

 
and  

 
where . Then  if and only if it can be expressed in the form 
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where  and   

 

 

Proof:  
From (3.18) , (3.19) and (3.20), it is easily seen that 

 

 

 
Since 

 
It follows from (2.5) that the function given by (3.19) is in the class  

Conversely, let us suppose that . Since 

 
setting  

 
and  

 
it follows that 

 
Similarly, we can prove the same result for the class  

 

Theorem 3.8:  

Let  

and  

 
where  and  Then  if and only if it can be expressed in the form 

 
Where  and   

Next, we state a theorem which exhibits the fact classes  and  are closed under convex linear 

combinations. 

 

Theorem 3.9:  

Suppose  and  are in the class , then the function  defined by 

 
is also in the classes . 

 

Proof:  

We have  
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with the aid of (2.5) 

Hence 

 

 

 
which shows that  

Similarly, we can prove the convex linear combination of functions in the class  

 

Theorem 3.10:  

Suppose that  and  are in the class . Then the functions  defined by (3.21) is also in the 

class  

 

Definition 3.1: 
For function 

 
belonging to the class , we denote by  the Hadamurd product (or convolution) 

of the function  and , that is 

 
 

Theorem 3.11: 

Let each the functions  defined by (3.22) be in the class  Then  

where 

 
 

Proof: 

For , we need to find the largest  such that 

 
From (2.5), we have 

 
and  

 
Therefore, by the Cauchy – Schwarz inequality, we have 

 
Thus it is sufficient to show that 

 
that is 
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From (3.24), we have  

 
Consequently, we need only to prove that 

 
It follows from (3.25) that 

 
Since  is an increasing function of , letting  in (3.26), we obtain 

 
 

Theorem 3.13: 

Let each of the function  defined by (3.22) be in the class  Then  

when 

 
The result is sharp for the functions 
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